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3. OPERATION

3.1.1 Ensure all measuring surfaces are clean and then turn on calliper by pressing "ON" switch. Wait at least one
second before use.
3.1.2 Use the "mm/Inch" button to toggle between inches and mm at any time.
3.1.3 Press the "Zero" button at any time to zero the reading.

I_J WARNING! Ensure that you have read and understood Section I safety instructions before commencing.
3-2Set-up
3.2.1 Before you use yourcaliper, it must be calibrated.
3-2.2 Turn the gauge on, set the display to inches using .mm/inch, button.
3.23 Slide the moving arm to the left until it is against the stop screw and press the .zero, button.
3.2.4 Open the calipers so the pointed anvils mate with the gauging plates on the calibrating gauge, (fig.3.)

Fig.3 Pointed anvils in contact with the gauging plates
on the calibrating gauge

Fig. 4
Stop Screw

3.2.5 The display should now read 4.000 ± .OOlin. and you may use the callipers, Combination Toot
If not, proceed as follows. Locking
3.2.6 Place the callipers on the calibrating gauge as in fig.3 and press the zero button.
3.2.7 Slide the moving arm to the left until it reaches the Positive stop screw, the
reading will now display a minus figure of approximately -4in. »
3.2.8 Using the combination tool provided, loosen the Locking nut (fig.4.) and turn
the Positive stop screw in or out until the display reads exactly -4.000 ± .001 in. Press
the zero button to zero the display.
3.2.9 Open the arms again and check that the reading now reads exactly 4.000 + .001 in.
when checked against the calibrating gauge. If not, repeat the process again until the correct reading is obtained.
Lock the grub screw and check the reading agaia
33 Measuring Drum.
3.3.1 To measure unscored surfaces.
3.3.2 Close the caliper and zero the reading. Extend the callipers jaws so the pointed anvils make contact with each
side of the drum. The anvils must be kept in parallel with the drum face to within 3mrn to obtain an accurate reading.
3.3.3 To achieve this, measure the drum using the ends of the arms as depth stops, or use either the upper or lower of
the depth stops (fig.3.) on the drum face.
3-3.4 The displayed reading wil l be the drum diameter.
3.4 To measure scored surfaces.
3.4.1 Close the callipers and zero the reading, open the callipers in the drum with the fixed arm against one side of
the drum and the pointed anvil in the score, extend the moveable arm to the other side and place the pointed anvil in
the score at the point of greatest diameter and take a reading.
3.4.2 The displayed reading will be the total drum diameter inclusive of the score.
33 To measure depth of score.
3.5.1 Measure the drum diameter next to the score and take a reading.
3.5.2 Zero the reading and measure the drum diameter with the pointed anvils in the score.
3.5.3 Divide the reading by 2 to give you the score depth.

-Note: Ifrhe drumfatts^BuTside oflKe~manuJaciurer's specifications, it should not be machined but withdra\vnfrom
use and a new replacement meeting the manufacturer's specifications employed.

4. BATTERY FITTING
Fitting a new battery.
A flashing display indicates that the battery is exhausted - replace as follows:
1. Remove battery cover by sliding backward and lifting the lower edge.
2. Remove exhausted battery and fit replacement with +ve side uppermost.
3. Dispose of old battery in a safe and approved manner. Do not burn.
If the display fails to alter when the slide is moved, remove the battery,
wait at least 30 seconds and then refit the battery.
NOTE: It is our policy to continually improve products and as such we
reserve the right to alter data, specifications and component parts without prior nonce.
IMPORTANT: No liability is accepted for incorrect use of product.

Fig. 5


